Introduction
============

Metal--organic frameworks (MOFs) are nanoporous, crystalline hybrid materials which are composed of metal nodes connected by organic linker molecules.[@cit1] MOFs are very light materials with high porosities and with very large specific surface areas.[@cit2] This material class has a large variety and more than 70 000 different MOF structures have been published in the last 20 years.[@cit3] Due to their unique properties, their chemical functionality and flexible architecture, MOFs are intensively investigated with respect to various applications. These applications range from the storage of small molecules like methane and hydrogen[@cit4] and catalysis[@cit5] to sensor applications.[@cit6] For all these MOF applications, the interaction with guest molecules in the pores is crucial. Therefore, the uptake and release of guest molecules are vital and reduced uptake rates tremendously limit the performance during applications.

Many MOF structures are destroyed under technical and even laboratory conditions. Thus, the major drawback of many MOFs is their limited stability, especially with respect to water.[@cit7] In addition, it was found that most MOF materials possess surface barriers which limit the uptake of guest molecules.[@cit8] These surface barriers presumably are the reason why for identical guest--host systems, *i.e.* the same guest molecules in apparently identical MOF structures, often diffusion coefficients are measured which differ by many orders of magnitude from each other. For instance, for hydrogen in MOFs of type MOF-5, diffusion coefficients ranging over four orders of magnitude, *i.e.* between 10^--5^ m^2^ s^--1^ and 10^--9^ m^2^ s^--1^, were determined.[@cit9] This large difference presumably is caused by a thin layer at the surface with a reduced permeability, hindering the uptake and release of guest molecules, although structural investigations, *e.g.* by X-ray diffraction (XRD), show no indication for changes and defects. For one of the most popular and most intensively investigated MOFs, HKUST-1, it was shown that the exposure to humid air or water vapor results in a destruction of the surface, hindering the uptake of guest molecules and, thus, limiting the performance of the MOF.[@cit10] On the other hand, it was found that the structure of the HKUST-1 powder can be composed and decomposed in ethanol and water, respectively.[@cit11] This exploits the fact that bindings in MOFs are reversible, enabling extended crystalline frameworks. For a different MOF structure, *i.e.* MOFs of type Co-MOF-74, it could be shown in uptake experiments with single crystals that exposure to the vapor of the synthesis solvent (methanol) results in an increase of the uptake rate by the MOF crystals which initially possess surface barriers.[@cit12]

Here, the phenomenon of surface barriers and the healing of these performance-limiting defects in MOFs ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) are thoroughly investigated. For precise quantification and a high degree of reproducibility, we use a well-defined model system, namely thin MOF films prepared in a step-by-step fashion, referred to as surface-mounted MOFs, SURMOFs.[@cit13] Moreover, this approach enables a clean synthesis, where the sample is never exposed to air, excluding any uncontrolled influence from the environment. The sample surface is destroyed by controlled exposure to water vapor. We demonstrate that the destroyed MOF surface can be dissolved resulting in uptake rates of the MOF structure as fast as those of the pristine MOF. Based on this finding, we suggest storing MOF materials in a synthesis solvent, here ethanol. Therewith, in addition to protecting MOF materials from the exposure to humid air and other harmful conditions, destroyed MOF materials can be repaired.

![(a) Uptake of cyclohexane by the HKUST-1 SURMOF in the pristine form (black, i), after exposure to water vapor (blue, ii) and after healing in ethanol at 65 °C for 5 days (red, iii). The uptake time constants *τ*, determined from an exponential fit, are indicated. The uptake by the MOF film is significantly slowed down, by exposing the sample to water vapor. The initial fast uptake is recovered after dissolving the surface barriers of the MOF in liquid ethanol. (b) Model of HKUST-1. Left (i) uptake by the pristine HKUST-1 MOF without defects. Center (ii) surface barriers of the MOF hinder the molecules entering the pores. Right (iii) healing/dissolution of surface defects results in unhindered, fast uptake of the guest molecules.](c8sc03735c-f1){#fig1}

Experimental
============

The MOF films were prepared on modified substrate surfaces in a step-by-step fashion by alternatively exposing the samples to an ethanolic solution of metal nodes, *i.e.* 1 mM copper([ii]{.smallcaps}) acetate, and to an ethanolic solution of organic linker molecules, *i.e.* 0.2 mM trimesic acid (also referred to as BTC: benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylic acid).[@cit13] In between, the samples are rinsed with pure ethanol. The SURMOF syntheses are performed in closed cells of a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) of type Q-Sense E4 by subsequently pumping the metal node and linker solutions as well as pure ethanol through the QCM cells. This enables an *in situ* measurement of the SURMOF mass during the synthesis and determination of the SURMOF thickness, see ESI (SI1).[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} The SURMOF substrates are gold-coated QCM sensors functionalized by an 11-mercapto-1-undecanol (MUD) self-assembled monolayer (SAM).

The QCM is also used to measure the uptake of guest molecules, where the initially pure argon gas flow is switched to an argon flow enriched with the vapor of guest molecules.[@cit10],[@cit14] The experiments were performed at a temperature of 50 °C with a gas flow rate of 100 cm^3^ min^--1^. Before each uptake experiment, the SURMOF was activated, *i.e.* the guest and solvent molecules were removed, in the pure argon flow at 50 °C overnight. The exposure of the SURMOF to water vapor, *i.e.* the destruction of the MOF structure, was performed in the QCM cell by enriching the argon flow with water vapor of a partial pressure of approximately 28 mbar for 1 h. The healing of the surface defects was carried out in the QCM cell by pumping liquid ethanol through the QCM cell with a flow rate of 20 μl min^--1^ at a temperature of 65 °C. All experiments were carried out without opening the QCM cell, preventing the exposure of the SURMOF to laboratory air or any environmental conditions. The uptake experiments (except for the data shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) were performed with 4 samples in parallel and were repeated at least 3 times, resulting in a large database enabling solid and reliable statistics. The data shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} were obtained with only one sample each. The average values with the standard deviations as error bars are shown in the figures.

Molecular vibrations in the SURMOF are investigated by infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS). A spectrometer of type Bruker Vertex 80 is used for ambient pressure measurements in a synthetic air atmosphere. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) experiments were carried out in an ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) apparatus under a base pressure of 10^--10^ mbar in order to characterize the behavior of copper ions in the HKUST-1 structure. The spectroscopic measurements were performed without additional high-temperature activation of the sample in vacuum. The XPS binding energies were calibrated at the O-1s energy level of carboxylates at 532.1 eV.[@cit15] X-ray diffractograms (XRD) were recorded using a diffractometer Bruker D8 Advance with a wavelength of 0.154 nm. The samples for spectroscopic measurements were prepared *ex situ* in a step-by-step fashion by alternatively spraying the MOF components on gold-coated silicon substrates, functionalized by a MUD SAM.[@cit16] Immediately after synthesis, the samples were stored in pure ethanol and spectroscopic measurements were carried out subsequently. The water exposure of the samples was performed by purging a small (transport) chamber with water vapor saturated argon at room temperature.

Details of the density functional theory (DFT) calculations for a better understanding of the local (defect) structure and the electronic properties of the Cu--Cu dimers in HKUST-1 SURMOF upon treatment of the MOF films with water vapor are in the ESI (Table SI1).[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}

Results and discussion
======================

Uptake investigations and dissolving of the surface barriers
------------------------------------------------------------

The performance and the properties of the uptake by the MOF film are studied by using cyclohexane, later also *n*-hexane and toluene, as probe molecules. Cyclohexane was chosen because it possesses no specific interaction with the HKUST-1 framework. The loading amounts and loading rates were investigated performing QCM uptake experiments where the gas atmosphere was instantly changed from pure argon to argon enriched with the guest molecules. Typical curves of the uptake by the HKUST-1 SURMOF with a thickness of approximately 110 nm are shown in [Fig. 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} (and [Fig. 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). It was found that the uptake rate and amount by the MOF film tremendously decrease upon exposure of the MOF to water vapor. The equilibrium cyclohexane uptake by the pristine MOF film is approximately 2.5 μg cm^--2^ and is obtained after less than 0.1 s. In contrast, the final uptake by the water-exposed MOF film is only 0.5 μg cm^--2^ and it takes more than 10 s to obtain the equilibrium value. By exposing the destroyed MOF film to liquid ethanol at elevated temperature for several hours and days, the uptake amount and uptake rate increase again. The liquid-ethanol exposure results in an increase of the uptake amount until roughly two thirds of the initial uptake amount by the pristine SURMOF is reached. This shows that the destruction caused by water can be repaired. It has to be stressed that prior to all uptake experiments, the samples were carefully activated, excluding any remaining water or ethanol molecules in the framework, influencing the mass transfer. Furthermore, it was found that keeping the destroyed SURMOF in argon at 65 °C for many days does not result in an increase of the uptake rate.

![SURMOF uptake experiments. (a) Cyclohexane uptake by the pristine HKUST-1 SURMOF (black), upon water exposure (blue) and upon healing in ethanol (red) for different durations. (b) Relative recovery, *i.e.* the cyclohexane uptake amount normalized to the highest degree of destruction and repair, for different ethanol immersion times. The first run is depicted in black, the second run in orange, and the third run in green. (c) Uptake rate constant *k* and effective diffusion coefficient *D*~eff~[‡](#fn2){ref-type="fn"} of cyclohexane in the pristine (black), water-exposed (blue) and regenerated (red) SURMOF.](c8sc03735c-f2){#fig2}

[Fig. 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the cyclohexane uptake amount after exposing the sample to ethanol. The data for 3 consecutive runs of destruction and healing of the MOF are shown where the water exposure results in an uptake decrease to 29%, 42% and 50% of the uptake amount before water exposure. After healing in ethanol, 54%, 74% and 71% of the uptake before the water-induced-destruction was regained. The data in [Fig. 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} are normalized to 0 for the uptake by the SURMOF with the maximum degree of destruction (*i.e.* after water vapor exposure) and to 100% for the uptake by the SURMOF upon maximum healing. The uptake amount can be described by an exponential decay function as a function of the ethanol immersion time. The time constant *τ* is estimated to be roughly 20 h of exposure to ethanol at 65 °C. We believe that the reason why the uptake amount after completing the dissolution of the surface barriers is smaller than the initial uptake amount is that, during the healing, the sample is exposed to an ethanol flow which is (slowly) pumped through the QCM cell. MOF components are dissolved from the destructed MOF structure and, instead of reconstructing the MOF, these MOF components are rinsed out. An estimation of the SURMOF mass[^2]changes based on the absolute values of the QCM resonance frequency was done in SI7,[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} where it was found that the mass decreases during the immersion in ethanol at elevated temperature. A SURMOF mass decrease of approximately 20% upon exposure in ethanol at 65 °C for 230 h was estimated. Thus, we believe that the recovery of the fast uptake is a result of dissolving the defective region which causes the surface barriers. Please note, unlike the room-temperature synthesis of HKUST-1 in solutions with high MOF-component-concentrations,[@cit17] the mass of the MOF film (slowly) decreases.

The uptake curve by the MOF film follows a mono-exponential decay function with the time constant *τ*. The rate constants *k* (= 1/*τ*) of the SURMOF loading, describing the mass transfer, as a function of the exposure time to liquid ethanol after the exposure to water vapor are shown in [Fig. 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. After the exposure to water vapor, resulting in the destruction of the MOF structure at the surface, the uptake rates are reduced by a factor of approximately 500, *i.e.* by almost three orders of magnitude. This means that the effective diffusion coefficient,[‡](#fn2){ref-type="fn"} describing the uptake by the thin film, tremendously decreases. After only a few hours of exposure to liquid ethanol at elevated temperature, *i.e.* when the uptake amount is still significantly smaller than the uptake by the healed SURMOF, the uptake rate is increased to the value of the pristine SURMOF. This indicates that, after already an ethanol-immersion time which is much shorter than the time required for retaining the (final) recovered uptake amount, the water-induced surface barriers have only a minor influence on the mass transfer. Indeed, the fast healing of the surface barriers is caused by the fact that the surface barriers only have a significant impact on the mass transfer if a large majority (more than 99%) of the pore entrances are totally blocked.[@cit18] This means that already a small percentage of intact surface (\>1%) is sufficient to enable large mass transfer rates. In other words, an entire defect-free surface is not required to enable fast uptake and release rates. The fast restoration of the initial uptake rate constants leads us to the speculation that the healing of the surface defects is inhomogeneous. This means that large areas of the destructed MOF surface remain defective, while a small percentage of the decomposed structure at the surface of the MOF film surface is quickly repaired.

The exponential dependence of the uptake amount on the ethanol exposure time ([Fig. 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) suggests that the retention of the defect-free MOF surface from the decomposed structure can be described as a first order reaction enabled by the exposure to liquid ethanol. This means that the increase of the uptake amount and, thus, the decrease of the destructed SURMOF structure can be considered as an activated process. Performing the dissolution of the surface barriers in ethanol at different temperatures, *i.e.* 45 °C, 55 °C and 65 °C, enables us to determine temperature-dependent ethanol-healing rates, see Fig. SI3.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} An activation energy of 95 ± 11 kJ mol^--1^ is calculated from the slope of the Arrhenius plot of the rate constants, [Fig. 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. This is in agreement with the corresponding Eyring--Polanyi plot (Fig. SI3-1[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The linear temperature dependence shown in [Fig. 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} enables an extrapolation of the healing-time constant. At room temperature, an ethanol-healing time constant of approximately 1 month is estimated.

![Uptake experiments at different temperatures and with different guest molecules. (a) Rate constants of uptake regeneration at temperatures of 65 °C, 55 °C and 45 °C. The linear fit in this Arrhenius plot enables the estimation of the activation energy. (b) Relative uptake of different guest molecules, *i.e.* cyclohexane (black), toluene (orange), and *n*-hexane (green), by the pristine, water-exposed and healed HKUST-1 SURMOF.](c8sc03735c-f3){#fig3}

The uptake experiments shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}--[3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} were performed with cyclohexane as the guest molecule. For understanding whether the surface barrier phenomenon can be generalized to other guest molecules, further QCM uptake experiments were performed with *n*-hexane and toluene as guest molecules in addition to cyclohexane. Although the molar masses are similar, *i.e.* 84, 86 and 92 g mol^--1^ for cyclohexane, *n*[-]{.smallcaps}hexane and toluene, respectively, the critical diameter for the diffusion in nanoporous materials is rather different. While *n*-hexane can enter pores with only 0.43 nm diameter, the critical pore diameters are 0.60 nm for cyclohexane and 0.585 nm for toluene.[@cit19] The uptake data of the pristine, the destroyed and the healed SURMOF samples are shown in [Fig. 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The changes of the uptake amounts upon exposure to water and upon healing in ethanol are very similar and independent of the investigated guest molecules. Please note that if the exposure to water, *i.e.* the destruction of the MOF surface, would result in a reduction of the pore diameter (which also could cause the effect of surface barriers), the impact of the transport barrier would tremendously vary with the size of the guest molecules. Based on the data in [Fig. 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, we can exclude a reduction of the pore diameter as a reason for the surface barriers. Thus, we conclude that the surface barriers in HKUST-1 are caused by a total blockage of the majority of the pore entrances. This means that the destruction of the MOF structure caused by the exposure to water results in a non-porous layer at the surface. This finding is in agreement with the results from single MOF crystals of type Zn(tbip), where a total blockage of the MOF pores was found.[@cit8b],[@cit18],[@cit20]

Spectroscopic and structural investigation
------------------------------------------

For reaching a better understanding of the surface barriers and the decomposed structure caused by the exposure to water, investigations of the thin MOF film by X-ray diffraction were performed. The diffractograms, [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, show only a slight change of crystallinity of the HKUST-1 SURMOF upon water exposure. The (222) reflection is decreased by 10%, which is only a very small change in contrast to the major decrease of guest molecule uptake measured in the QCM. This means that the bulk structure of the MOF film is essentially unaffected by the water exposure. Therefore, the uptake-hindering effect is not an effect of the bulk phase, so it must be caused by a small region, most likely the surface. This verifies our assumption, based on previous studies,[@cit10] that the defects are surface defects which hinder the mass transfer.

![X-ray diffractograms of the pristine (black) HKUST-1 SURMOF and of the SURMOF after exposure to water vapor for 1 h. The diffractograms are measured in the out-of-plane geometry. The diffraction peaks of HKUST-1 are labelled.](c8sc03735c-f4){#fig4}

It might be assumed that, in addition to the (external) MOF surface which reduces the mass transfer rates, other parts of the MOF film are destroyed, also decreasing the uptake amount. However, the XRD data clearly show that the majority of the MOF structure is not affected. Thus, we propose that entire parts of the MOF film are isolated by the defects and cannot be loaded by guest molecules, decreasing the total uptake amount.

The MOF structure was spectroscopically investigated by infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Infrared spectra of the MOF film before and after exposure to water vapor are shown in [Fig. 5a](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The exposure to water results in an increase of vibration bands at 1705 cm^--1^ and between 1500 and 1600 cm^--1^, which can be assigned to carbonyl groups and to the not completely (*i.e.* only single-or two-fold) coordinated BTC linker.[@cit7e],[@cit17b],[@cit21] This indicates that the water exposure results in a transformation of the metal carboxylate to carboxylic acid salt analogues and the bonding between the BTC linker and the Cu nodes is broken. By healing in ethanol, the vibration bands of the carbonyl groups and the not fully coordinated BTC linker decrease again, resulting in an IR spectrum, which is virtually identical to the spectra of the pristine SURMOF. This indicates that the detached carbonyl groups again are transformed to carboxylate groups, *i.e.* the linker--metal bond is restored and the pristine MOF structure is obtained.

![IRRAS and XPS investigations and the defect model. (a) IRRA spectra of the pristine SURMOF (black), after 1 h water exposure (blue) and after ethanol immersion at 65 °C for 3 days (red). (b) XP spectra of the pristine HKUST-1 (black) as well as of the HKUST-1 film after water vapor exposure for 15 min and 1 h (blue). The open circles depict the experimental data, and the solid lines the respective deconvoluted curves. (c) Local structure of the HKUST-1 SURMOF: upon water-vapor treatment, the defect-free fourfold symmetric Cu^2+^--Cu^2+^ dimer is transformed to a Cu^2+^--Cu^+^ defect dimer with an adsorbed OH^--^ and only two fully coordinated BTC ligands. The broken bonds and the OH^--^ are highlighted in yellow. The molecular model of the defect, as proposed by the DFT calculations (B3LYP-D3/ZORA scalar/TZP level), has the general formula \[Cu^+^/Cu^2+^(H~2~BTC)~4~(OH)\]^2--^. Upon healing in ethanol, the pristine Cu^2+^--Cu^2+^ metal node is restored at the surface.](c8sc03735c-f5){#fig5}

The water exposure also results in the generation of a vibration band at 1623 cm^--1^, which is assigned to water molecules trapped inside the framework.[@cit7e],[@cit22] The remaining water results from the fact that the IR measurements were performed in synthetic air right after the water exposure without previous activation. It should be noted that XPS measurements in a vacuum show no sign of water in the MOF structure, see Fig. SI4.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}

The copper ions are investigated by XPS. The spectra of the pristine HKUST-1 SURMOF samples show Cu^2+^ states at 935.1 eV, see [Fig. 5b](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, which is in agreement with the literature.[@cit23] After exposure to water vapor, a new peak at 930.8 eV developed. This peak may be assigned to an electronically modified Cu^+^ species. The Cu^+^ : Cu^2+^ ratio of the pristine HKUST-1 was found to be approximately 3%. This ratio increases to 8.5% and 21% after water vapor exposure for 15 min and for 60 min, respectively.

The change of the copper oxidation state in HKUST-1 seems to be different than in the UHM-3 SURMOF, where a reduction of Cu^2+^ to Cu^+^ was observed upon thermal treatment and a Cu^2+^--Cu^+^ binding energy difference of 2.1 eV was observed.[@cit24] We conclude that the Cu-paddle-wheel structure in HKUST-1 may undergo a transformation from a four-fold bonded Cu^2+^--Cu^2+^ to a mixed configuration of an unsaturated Cu^+^-containing structure under loss of the characteristic antiferromagnetic metal-to-metal-coupling as described in [@cit25]. This means that XPS data indicate that water acts as a reducing agent for Cu^2+^ and reacts under decomposition when in contact with HKUST-1. This finding based on IRRAS and XPS is in agreement with electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) data, which also indicates that the state observed in this experiment can be attributed to the reported metastable state.[@cit26]

The oxygen signal of the SURMOF after water exposure is also recorded by XPS. It shows a symmetric, Gaussian-shaped peak (Fig. SI4[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), which indicates that there is no residual water. Since XPS is a very sensitive technique for the surfaces, these data precisely verify that, when the SURMOF is in a vacuum after the exposure to water, no water remains adsorbed in the pores or at the external MOF surface.

The local molecular and electronic structures of the Cu--Cu dimers in HKUST-1 SURMOF surface layers exposed to water vapor were further investigated by DFT calculations. A comprehensive set of molecular models has been considered in order to represent possible defect sites containing not only Cu^2+^, but also Cu^+^ species, as a result of the interaction of the MOF with water (see Table S1[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} for the full list of model structures). We have considered neutral, as well as charged types of irregular paddle-wheel structures composed of a copper dimer, four BTC linkers of which one or two are semi- or completely detached from the metal node, and one or two intact or dissociated water molecules. Modifications of the electronic states of the copper ions have been taken into account *via* the different spin multiplicities, *M*, of the molecular models. Based on the comparison of the calculated copper 2p core electronic levels in the model structures with the XPS findings for the HKUST-1 films, we conclude that the water-exposed MOF surface contains defects of the type shown in [Fig. 5c](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} (and model 10 in Table S1,[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} see SI5). To design such a defect site, we have assumed that upon interaction with the Cu^2+^--Cu^2+^ dimers in the HKUST-1 surface layers, water gets heterolytically dissociated. IR spectroscopy with heavy water supports the hypothesis of the dissociation of the water molecules, see SI7.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} While the proton is assumed to diffuse away, the hydroxide coordinates to one of the Cu^2+^ ions from the dimer and causes a reduction of the other Cu^2+^ to a Cu^+^ ion. This modification of the copper electronic states is accompanied by partial destruction of the regular, four-fold paddle-wheel motif. The structure of the defect as shown in [Fig. 5c](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} was obtained after constrained geometry optimization during which all atoms except the carboxylic oxygen atoms terminating the molecular model were allowed to relax. These terminal carboxylic oxygen atoms were intentionally fixed at the positions characteristic of the fourfold, water-free, copper paddle wheels in the pristine SURMOF, in order to account, at least to some extent, for the framework rigidity. The obtained defect is characterized by a Cu^2+^--Cu^+^ distance that is substantially longer than the Cu^2+^--Cu^2+^ distance as predicted for regular, water-free, copper paddle wheels (*cf.* 274.2 pm *vs.* 251.5 pm, resp., at the B3LYP-D3/ZORA-scalar/TZP computational level). In addition, two of the four BTC ligands detach partially from the Cu^2+^--Cu^+^ node ([Fig. 5c](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), with distances between the copper ions and the dangling carboxylic oxygens longer than 320 pm, compared to around 196 pm in the pristine paddle-wheel. Finally, the energy difference of 3.3 eV, as calculated for the copper 2p electronic states in the Cu^2+^--Cu^+^ defect dimer with an adsorbed OH^--^, agrees well with the experimental XPS shift of 4.3 eV, as determined for the water-exposed HKUST-1 films. We have to stress that the presented defect model ([Fig. 5c](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) reflects all experimentally determined features, in contrast to the other investigated models in Table S1;[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} however, further defect structures or combination of defect structures cannot be excluded. The suggested defect structure is similar to published defect structures of HKUST-1 ([@cit25a]) with the difference that, in our model, one linker molecule partially detaches from the metal node but is still part of the defect. The suggested defect model as well as other published models[@cit25a],[@cit26],[@cit27] show no features for a steric pore blockage. However, the negative charge of the defect structure seems to be an important property for the mass transfer in the pores. We believe that large counterions, like hydrated Cu^2+^-cation clusters and/or hydronium clusters, block the pore windows and result in the observed hindrance for the mass transfer of the guest molecules. Such an amorphous layer blocking the surface pores was previously described for MOFs of type Zn(tbip)[@cit18],[@cit28] and for MOF-74 with ethylenediamine filling the surface pores.[@cit29]

Conclusions
===========

Surface defects, which hinder the mass transfer in and the uptake by MOFs and thus hamper their performance, are thoroughly investigated by using thin MOF films of type HKUST-1. The mass transfer in the thin MOF films was investigated by QCM uptake experiments, while the structure was experimentally investigated by XRD, IRRAS and XPS supported by DFT calculations. Exposure of the MOF to water (vapor) results in surface defects, which tremendously decrease the uptake rate and amount. In this article, we show that these defects can be repaired by dissolving the surface barriers in liquid ethanol at elevated temperatures, resulting in fast uptake rates again. Furthermore, it is shown that the destruction and the healing of the MOF surface are reversible processes. The structural investigations show that these defects are caused by bond breaking between the organic linker and the metal node resulting in dangling carbonyl groups at the linker and metal centers with reduced oxidation states.

Based on these findings, storage of MOF materials in the synthesis solvent, here ethanol, is recommended. This results not only in the prevention of the exposure to (humid) air and other atmospheric conditions which may destroy the MOF, but it also results in healing of the MOF structure. It can be assumed that these findings can be generalized to most water-sensitive MOF structures, in particular, to carboxylate-based MOFs, like MOF-5 and MOF-74, and Cu-paddle-wheel-based MOFs.
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[^1]: †Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Synthesis, uptake and XPS data. See DOI: [10.1039/c8sc03735c](10.1039/c8sc03735c)

[^2]: ‡The effective diffusion coefficient *D*~eff~ of a homogenous film with an intracrystalline diffusion coefficient *D* and a thin layer on-top with a reduced (surface) permeability *α* can be described by 1/*τ* = *l*^2^/3*D*~eff~ = *l*^2^/3*D* + *l*/*α*, where *τ* denotes the uptake time constant and *l* the thickness of the thin film (see eqn (2.35) and Table 13.1 in [@cit30]).
